FROGLUBE® CLP, a bio-based, non-hazardous and environmentally friendly product
WEAPON MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING: Always check to make sure the weapon is unloaded, clear & safe before cleaning begins.

Repeated use of FROGLUBE® CLP will reduce
the cleaning required and improve the lubrication
performance of firearms. Proper application of
FROGLUBE forms a durable coating which rustproofs firearms and reduces the frequency of
cleaning required.
APPLICATION
Use standard cleaning tools, and do not be
afraid to handle FROGLUBE® with your
hands. It is made of 100% biodegradable plant
material and will clean & moisturize skin.
We recommend using a microfiber towel, which
can be laundered & reused. Use it to wipe off
excess FROGLUBE® before shooting.
Before applying FROGLUBE®, wipe down the
weapon with rubbing alcohol to remove
existing solvents & oil. (this step is
recommended, but may be skipped)
Clean all surfaces with FROGLUBE®. You
should eliminate the use of petrochemical
based cleaners & lubricants of opposing
chemistry since they offset the benefits of a
FROGLUBE treated weapon.
FROGLUBE® is a revolutionary product. It
ʻseasonsʼ into metal & plastic parts, and releases
with high heat. As the weapon is fired, the
FROGLUBE coating prohibits carbon, lead,
copper and other fouling particles from sticking
and oxidation from occurring. Upon cooling,
fouling particles will not stick to the weapon
surfaces that are coated with FROGLUBE. This
means your weapon will be easier to clean and
you donʼt have to worry about getting it wet. Rust,
salts, or oxidants cannot form on FROGLUBE
coated surfaces.
For best results, the weapon should be warm
when applying FROGLUBE®. Allow the weapon
to sit in sunlight before & after initial cleanings.
(or use a hair dryer) Though it can be applied at
room temperature, heat increases the absorption
rate. We recommend leaving FROGLUBE® on
30-60

minutes the first two times it is used. Use
care when handling heated metal.
The more FROGLUBE® is used, the more it is
absorbed which results in strengthening of the
FROGLUBE coating. Maximum
absorption is reached when the application of
additional FROGLUBE® results in excess on the
surface. When this happens, the weapon is “fully
treated”. Wipe off the excess and shoot the
weapon “dry”.
CLEANING THE WEAPON
Apply a sufficient amount of FROGLUBE®
Paste or Liquid to warm firearm parts.
Vigorously scrub the bore and barrel. Use it on
every surface of the weapon. Metal, plastic and
rubber will all benefit from FROGLUBE®.
Use FROGLUBE® on various areas of the
weapon that you would normally lubricate with
gun oil. Such areas would include closely fitted
and load bearing surfaces like rails, bolts, lugs
& roller bearings. Wipe off any excess
FROGLUBE® before shooting. For moist
conditions, salt spray, water, humidity and long
term storage, coat the weapon with a light to
moderate covering of FROGLUBE and do not
wipe it off.
After the second cleaning and lubrication with
FROGLUBE®, you should find your weapon is
easier to clean and will require less cleaning
frequencies.
Regular use of FROGLUBE® will strengthen itʼs
coating abilities and is recommended for all
cleaning, lubrication and preservation of your
firearms.
WARNING: IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED TO
SWITCH BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN
FROGLUBE® AND OTHER PETROLEUM CLP
PRODUCTS. FROGLUBE WILL DISSOLVE
PETROLEUM ON CONTACT.
For addition technical product information
please contact:
FROGLUBE® 619-400-7692 www.froglube.com
Purchase more at
http://www.utvtactical.com/froglube_orderpage.htm
or Visit http://www.pu-products.com/froglube.htm
DISTRIBUTOR CONTACT: PU-PRODUCTS LLC, CA
OFFICE: 619-334-1913 FAX: 619-334-2630
EMAIL: SALES@PU-PRODUCTS.COM

